
Insight where it matters
Philips Allura Xper family for interventional neuroradiology
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Insight with highly 

As a neuro-interventionalist, your cases are among the most demanding in 
the eld  ou routinely erform com le  rocedures on seriously ill atients 
under critical conditions  o meet the standards of clinical care, you demand 
gold standard erformance from your interventional system

In answer to your and your colleagues’ 
demands Philips introduces the next 
generation of Allura Xper biplane systems. 
These are optimized to provide you with 
better insight to support your decisions  
with optimal risk management. 

The leading edge Allura Xper family 
 

quality with advanced interventional tools. 
With Philips’ 2k imaging you can evaluate 
small vessels so you can move through the 

helps to improve treatment planning, 

information, where and when you need it.

during the procedure right in the angio suite.
You can push the applications envelope with 

The Xper technology that is at the heart 
of the Allura Xper family allows you to 

your preferences, so you can focus on the 

information integration is provided with 
Xper Workspace to further enhance clinical 
insight during the procedure.

Philips offers a choice of systems with 

 
to match your clinical practice.  
Whichever system you choose the  
Allura Xper family sets a new standard  



advanced technology 
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on dence at every 
esigned to give you enhanced insight, the new Allura er family hel s you ma e crucial decisions 

at every stage of your rocedure  from re aration and lanning to archiving and re orting  

Planning your procedure is made faster and more 
convenient than ever thanks to the system’s ability to 

and faster, you can now apply your preferred settings 
at the touch of a button. The ‘geometry reset’ function 
automatically realigns the system to the default position 
within seconds.

You can evaluate small details and vessels with extreme 

combined with the Philips unique 2k x 2k imaging 

 

developed by Philips, you can evaluate soft tissue 
and boney structures right in the angio suite.

er uide

Allura 3D-RA
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stage 
 

and advanced roadmapping capabilities. Navigation can 

 

modality information at tableside. Another important 

positioning – bringing the table back to the reference 
position with a single command. Throughout your 

dose while ensuring excellent image quality.Dynamic 3D Roadma

er

while you examine and treat your patient, thus improving 

images via email to referring physicians straight from 

biplane series can truly open a new era of advanced 
clinical solutions for your angio suite, helping to grow 
your practice. What’s more, thanks to the advanced 
automation and systems integration, everything is easy to 
use and deployed in seconds. Just what you would expect 
from a company dedicated to sense and simplicity.
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er lets you focus on 

access and also enables you to perform rotational scans 
within seconds. And you can take full advantage of  

 
 

the patient’s body. 

The Allura Xper system enables you to focus on the 
patient with a user interface that is intuitive and ergonomic, 
making system operation transparent. The Xper Module 

selecting the protocols you need to using the advanced 
interventional tools, and streamlining procedures.

memory position, makes patient positioning easier than 

Patient access is further improved with the unique 

optimal space for the interventional team.  
Patient access is improved with the compact design of 

head even with a large lateral detector. With the lateral 
detector mounted on the doctor’s side, scatter radiation 
towards the operator is reduced. 

o meet the challenge of the increasing variety of delicate rocedures, you 
need an -ray system that is oth advanced and easy-to use  nly then can 
you fully focus on your atient  not the system  he Allura er systems  
ta e user friendliness one ste  further with er technology, allowing you  
to streamline your clinical wor ow to your references
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the atient

In today’s interventional setting, you are performing 
more complex procedures with smaller devices in 

are sorting through diagnostic information from multiple 
sources to help guide your intervention. To help you 
with these challenging viewing requirements, you could 
use up to six or eight monitors. If you’re looking for 
one of the best, Philips has introduced a new viewing 

screen, FlexVision XL allows you to display multiple 
images in a variety of layouts – each tailored for your 

image size you want, where you want it. 

effort during procedures. Everything from patient data 
management, exam scheduling, image acquisition, system 

set according to your own way of working and also for 
each of the clinicians in your department.
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Visualization at its cutting 
As interventions increase in com le ity, image uality ecomes even more 
critical  In the course of a day s wor , high- uality imaging saves time and assists 
with clinical decisions

detector technology to offer you superb clinical images. 
They incorporate a complete 2k imaging chain with four 
times more information than with conventional systems. 

clarity, visualizing small vessels and structures. 

requirements and to help you achieve excellent patient 
care consistently, the Allura Xper systems provide a 
powerful set of advanced imaging tools. These include 

for improved guidance during interventional procedures. 

is greatly enhanced by the Philips unique Xres image 
processing algorithm. Xres optimizes image quality in 

enhancing contrast areas. Furthermore high speed 
 

Image quality is essential in today’s angio suite. 
 

levels while producing excellent image quality.  

Xper beam shaping to position shutters and wedges 
without using radiation
Xper Fluoro storage to document and review 
important phases of the procedure
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edge



Automatic vessel analysis including automatic 

aneurysm detection

An e tra dimension to 
ive your angio offering an e tra dimension with our advanced 3D imaging o tions   
hey can assist in your decision ma ing and can increase increase the range of rocedures  

availa le in the suite, cutting waiting time and inconvenience for your atients

of vascular pathologies from a single rotational 

any anatomy including cerebral, abdominal and 

while a full suite of analysis and visualization supports 
interventional decisions

Volumetric view of any vascular anatomy  

Assists with treatment planning

3D-RA of verte rales as roadma  for neuro 

intervention

guidance for navigating through vascular structures 
 

scan. The resulting roadmap shows the progress of a 
guide wire, catheter or coil in real time for neuro or 
body applications, with automatic compensation for 

 

through complex structures

than with conventional roadmaps

 



your angio suite

stent deployment before, during and after interventional 
 

it supports neuro and body applications – delivering 

and identify vessels feeding tumors. And it can help to 

vascular anatomy on one image

anywhere in the body

 

er er uide

 

lets you keep a wide range of needle procedures such as 

planning and intervention
Ideal patient access throughout the procedure



Control room

os ital

am room

Easy and fast access to 
he increasing com le ity of rocedures is com ounded y the ressures on you  

and your team to erform more rocedures  o, more than ever, you need easy  
and fast access to all relevant information and clinical data, refera ly integrated with 
de artmental I  systems  hat s why hili s rovides an integrated environment that 
rings together all the information you need, where you need it  o you can manage  

and im rove your rocedures and de artmental ef ciency with ease



Integration 
for ef cient wor ow

your atient data
 

in the control room

control room, while treating another patient in the exam room
Medical reports sent with clinical images to referring physicians

 
the exam room 
Integration with Philips IntelliVue for patient monitoring 
Integrated hemodynamic monitoring and electronic clinical 
reporting as well as billing and inventory management by  
Xper Information Management.



Philips has become the trusted choice of radiologists 

How do you measure reliability? If you can start 
procedures when you arrive in the morning and end 

that’s reliability. Allura has been tested in the busiest 

The Allura Xper biplane series are especially reliable 

your needs, your application mix, and your budgetary 
requirements. It’s also designed to grow with you, with 
timely upgrades so that it remains optimally productive 
in the years to come.

diagnostics that help minimize downtime even more. 
Your equipment remains more reliable through  

us to see what is on your screen. You can even allow 
our experts to perform certain tasks for you from a 

your system fresh with an update of the purchased 

You and your staff get free clinical education with each 
update, ensuring you stay as advanced as your system.

An o en door to the 
hili s rovides a full lifecycle solution designed around your atients, your eo le, and your 

organization  e hel  you succeed in every hase of system ownershi , from lanning to start-u , 
through ea  usage and renewal



More patient comfort, 
less stress

At Philips we obviously focus on the system itself, but 
then we look further. Even with the most advanced 
technology, the human factor remains critical.  
We consider the total interventional experience and we 
have created the unique ‘ambient experience concept’. 

future

Ambient experience maximizes comfort and minimizes 
stress for both patients and staff by using a combination 
of lighting, music and architectural elements to create 
a uniquely soothing and comfortable environment – in 
the waiting room, in the procedure room, and in the 
control room. This revolutionary concept is based on a 

insights that help you create a more relaxing experience 
for your patients, a better working environment for your 
staff, and a unique competitive differentiator for your 
healthcare facility.



How to reach us

healthcare@philips.com

Asia

Europe, Middle East, Africa

Latin America

North America

All rights are reserved.

 
obligation and will not be liable for any consequences resulting from the use of this publication.

Printed in The Netherlands.
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